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INTRODUCTION

The City of St Cloud began developing its Renewable Energy Efficiency
Initiative (REEI) in 2015. The REEI was initiated to meet St. Cloud’s energy and
sustainability goals. Since the development of the REEI, St. Cloud has completed
several energy efficiency projects. This includes 11 solar arrays constructed on
City property and subscribing to over 30 community solar gardens, Today,
62% of the City’s electrical energy demand is provided with renewable energy
sources.
St. Cloud’s community has been involved in City energy decisions and encouraged to make educated
energy decisions for themselves through educational programs and a community energy action plan.
St. Cloud has become a national leader in innovative, cost-effective and sustainable practices.
The City has been able to complete a large portion of its initial REEI objectives and expand upon them to
make St. Cloud a more sustainable, liveable city.

Downtown Skyline, 2014

CREATING THE REEI PLAN

The City’s recent Wastewater Utility’s Resource Recovery and Energy Efficiency
master planning efforts in 2014 were the catalyst that developed into identifying
city-wide renewable energy and efficiency opportunities. The City utilized
sustainable planning and management policies to transform these opportunities
into the City’s Renewable Energy and Efficiency Initiative (REEI).
The committee that created the initiative looked at opportunities that could be implemented city
and community wide to save energy. The plan worked to create synergistic opportunities for energy
efficiency and renewable energy within the city and utilize the building blocks of successful projects to
justify and plan for future projects.
Community participation has been sought throughout the process of developing the initiative. As energy
projects were developed, they were put before City Council to ensure that the public was aware and
informed of the progress and developments and could speak with their council member or the Mayor
about the items as they came up on the docket.
The plan was created to work towards environmental protection and green economy by reducing the
carbon dioxide emissions created through powering city services, and enhancing the quality of our air,
water, and land while reducing the use of nonrenewable resources to power operations. While completing
these projects we are working towards the enhancement of landscapes and public spaces in the St.
Cloud area as well as helping provide a healthy lifestyle for the community.
In 2018, St. Cloud produced and saved over 68 million kilowatt-hours (kWh’s) of electricity and reduced
the city’s carbon dioxide emissions by over 48,000 metric tons.

Cover: Hydroelectric Dam on the Mississippi River, 2018
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The energy efficiency projects done in St. Cloud range from LED light replacements
and dimming equipment to heating, air handling/ventilation system upgrades and
blower system optimization to air compressor and other equipment replacements to
increase efficiency.
Utilizing energy efficiency as the building block of the energy plan was part of our sustainable planning – every
kWh that in the City was no longer consuming not only saved money, but also reduced our carbon footprint.
This process benefitted environmental protection and the green economy by reducing energy usage in the
City by 4.5 million kWh’s a year, which is equivalent to reducing carbon dioxide emissions by 3,182 metric tons.
This results in over $350,000 of energy cost savings per year. With the use of Performance Contracting and
Guaranteed Savings Projects contracts, the City was able to finance these projects without an increase in rates
for the City’s customers as the operational and energy savings paid for the capital that was part of the project.
These savings result in the ability to keep rates low.
In the process of installing LED lights throughout St. Cloud, we have provided an enhancement to the public
spaces as well as contributing to arts, culture and heritage management in town. The new LED lighting systems
provide better illumination for the public and increase public safety. The City has worked with organizations
such as United Arts, the St. Cloud Arts Commission, and others for years to increase placemaking efforts in
downtown St. Cloud. The new lighting system, which was installed with audio capabilities and several LED
video display boards are part of the efforts to revitalize and showcase historic downtown St. Cloud and its art
community. New lights have also helped illuminate the historic 1921 Paramount Theatre in downtown St. Cloud
without adding to the theatre’s utility bills.

Fire Station #2, 2018

Lincoln Plaza, 2017
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PRODUCING RENEWABLE ENERGY

PURCHASING RENEWABLES

St. Cloud produces over 65 million kWh’s of renewable energy through solar arrays, biofuel
generators and a hydroelectric facility. The City has a diverse array of strategies to utilize
this energy. Most of the solar and biofuel energy is utilized directly at the facility it is
produced. The hydroelectric power is sold to an area electric utility to generate revenue
for the City. The City owns the renewable energy credits for some of its renewable energy
generators and sells some of them as well. This 63 million kWh’s equates to a 45,000
metric ton reduction in carbon dioxide emissions through our renewable energy work as a
City. This contributes to our environmental protection and green economy goals.
The community has been invited to participate in many open houses and educational events about utilizing renewable
energy, and contribute comments towards our plans, as they go before our City Council for approval. Each renewable
energy project builds on the projects before it through our sustainable planning and management policies. The
strategies that have been most successful for us include guaranteed savings projects, and third party owned solar
arrays. As projects have been financially beneficial for the City, we have planned for and justified additional projects.

St. Cloud subscribed to a great deal of kWh’s of community based solar energy through
our energy utility provider. This enhances our environmental protections and our green
economy.
Not every location within the City is suitable for installing solar panel arrays. These subscriptions allow us to facilitate
the use of 22 million additional kWh’s of renewable energy in Minnesota, while saving over $250,000 a year that can be
reinvested into future renewable energy projects. 22 million kWh’s represents a 15,557 metric ton reduction in carbon
dioxide reductions. This was also a part of our sustainable planning and management policies, allowing us to plan for a
consistent energy savings without any capital outlay to facilitate future projects. Without these subscriptions, we would
not be able to facilitate the use of renewable energy at many of these locations.
Community participation has also been a large part of our energy subscription plan. The City held an open house to
educate the public on solar garden subscriptions and has seen increased interest from community members in how they
can utilize these subscription-based savings at their own homes.
Wastewater Treatment Facility Solar Array, 2017

In addition, many of our renewable energy projects have incorporated enhancements of the landscapes and public
spaces, as well as arts, culture and heritage management. When possible, native plantings are planted around
solar arrays to utilize these energy production locations as a way to increase native prairie and provide habitats
for pollinators such as bees, butterflies, and other insects. The hydroelectric generation facility located along the
Mississippi River and near downtown St. Cloud incorporates an art installation and public education kiosk to inform
the public about the energy created with our natural resources and integrates it with the natural landscape.

St. Cloud Hydroelectric Generation Facility, 2018
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Community participation and
empowerment has been most
clearly seen through our community
engagement efforts. We have created
an energy action plan to summarize our
energy goals as a community and lay
out steps to reach these goals.

As part of our community involvement, we applied
to be a GreenStep City, which is a voluntary program
that challenges cities to achieve their sustainability
and quality of life goals, while providing assistance
and recognition for these efforts. Being a part of this
program and having a focused community energy
action plan has allowed St. Cloud to develop their
sustainable planning and management policies even
further, because we are tracking and holding ourselves
accountable to a variety of different metrics.

The plan was created with sustainable planning
and management practices in mind. It includes
short term and long-term goals, as well as
mechanisms to continue striving towards our
energy goals even when the original committee
disbanded. This plan was created with the
assistance of many stakeholders, including
neighborhood coalitions, the building association
in St. Cloud, small business owners, school district
representatives, universities and technical colleges,
St. Cloud’s largest healthcare complex and hospital,
and large institutional businesses.

The metrics that have to do with renewable energy
and energy efficiency are our strongest categories, but
we have also used the Green Steps tool to quantify
our efforts on enhancement of landscapes and public
spaces projects such as stormwater management
to manage healthy waterways and healthy lifestyle
projects like increasing parks and trails and developing
a complete streets policy which allows for community
members to safely use alternative transportation such
as bicycling, walking and other transit.
St. Cloud is also working to ensure that city residents
have access to technology that will help them better
utilize carbon reducing technology, such as hybrid and
fully electric vehicles. The City is a site host for new
electric vehicle chargers that will be installed in the
heart of downtown St. Cloud, paid for through grant
funds from the VW settlement. This will allow St. Cloud
residents access to fast charging stations for their
electric vehicles to use while they enjoy all of amenities
of downtown, such as art, shopping and dining.

These goals centered around education, energy
savings, and working with local businesses to
maximize impact on energy and carbon dioxide
emissions reduction goals. These community
efforts allow renewable energy and energy
efficiency efforts to expand beyond the scope
the City can directly influence and expand the
environmental protections and contributions to the
green economy that these projects allow for.

In addition, these new installations are an important link
in the currently disconnected system of electric vehicle
charging equipped corridors that make up Minnesota’s
major roadways. Equipping these previously
underserved highway corridors with vehicle charging
infrastructure will help electric car owners facilitate
longer journeys and help remove charging related
barriers for electric car purchase.

Participation in a utility-backed rewards program
for onsite solar arrays more than doubled in St.
Cloud under the Energy Action Plan, and residential
solar production reward system more than tripled.
Solar production from community solar gardens,
through which local businesses and residents can
subscribe to local energy, increased by 8.5 times
the production seen prior to our energy action plan
in St. Cloud.

caption, 20xx
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EDUCATION

An important aspect of St. Cloud’s
Energy Initiative work has been
education. The City has been working
to educate the public to help foster
community participation and
empowerment regarding St. Cloud’s
energy projects and initiatives overall.
The City provides the public with the tools they
need to understand the energy decisions being
made as a City, and the decisions members of
our community can make, by holding tours of
City facilities, open houses for new processes or
projects, including renewable energy projects,
and provideing materials and information for City
buildings with solar panels.
St. Cloud strives to make their mission of clean
water and clean energy visible to residents by
emphasizing these issues on the City’s website,
posting frequently on City social media, and
communicating with local newspapers and radio
stations when new projects or initiatives are
started.

Biofuel Generator, 2016

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

St. Cloud works with local businesses to expand community participation and
empowerment. We have partnerships with a variety of local food and beverage industries
to treat their high strength byproducts. Instead of using the standard wastewater treatment
processes that is energy intensive, St. Cloud can treat these high strength byproducts in a
manner that is not only more energy efficient than conventional processes, but that recovers
energy and nutrients while treating the waste product streams.

The clean water focus has been made especially
clear with our new water tower designs, which
feature a wave pattern that is repeated in many
of our materials that come from City sources.
This also helps take water towers from purely
functional to pieces that contribute to arts,
culture and heritage management in St. Cloud.

This partnership is vital to our environmental protection and green economy processes. The high strength byproduct
contributes to our energy production. It goes through a biofuel generator, which powers the Nutrient, Energy and Water
Recovery Facility with clean energy that would not have been captured in the traditional wastewater process. St. Cloud’s
biofuel generator generates over 4 million kWh’s of electricity annually, which contributes to our overall carbon footprint
reduction by over 2,800 metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions. In 2018, 82% of the facility’s electrical energy demand
came from renewable energy from our onsite solar panels and biofuel generator.

St. Cloud prioritizes educational events for other
communities and institutions as well. We can
use our successful projects as an example to
prove that cities and communities can provide
environmental protection and contribute to the
green economy, while saving the City money and
keeping rates low for utility rate and tax payers.
To communicate our successful strategies and
share our energy story with others we take part
in many educational events and conferences that
center around innovative technology and energy
saving strategies.

This process contributes to the enhancement of the landscapes and public spaces because as part of the wastewater
treatment process at the St. Cloud Nutrient, Energy and Water Recovery Facility the high strength byproduct streams
are sent through a nutrient recovery process that removes phosphorous from the water, which means that excess
phosphorous will not end up in the water downstream of the resource recovery facility. This struvite product can instead
be used in the creation of biofertilizers to be used in areas with phosphorous deficiencies. Excess phosphorous creates
algae blooms and harms aquatic life.
St. Cloud has the first wastewater treatment facility on the length of the Mississippi River, which is the second longest
river in North America. The Mississippi River is the drinking water source for over 18 million people in the United States.
This makes it especially vital for us to maintain the quality of the water we are putting back into the Mississippi River.
The Mississippi River is used for recreation, fishing, and is an important environment for wildlife. According to the Clean
Water Act, the United States waters are to be “fishable and swimmable” and St. Cloud is doing their part to keep the
Mississippi River in this condition.
The wastewater treatment process also contributes to our biosolids program. The City generates a biofertilizer product
used on area farmland, providing area farmers with a fertilizer product that enhances their land and their crop yield.
These farmers are another important community partner, and we work together to create a system that efficiently
and safely creates an important life cycle for products that may have once been thought of as waste streams, while
generating renewable energy.

St. Cloud Water Tower, 2018
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DECARBONIZING TRANSPORTATION

St. Cloud is working to reduce
emissions from every aspect of City
operations. Currently the City has
begun incorporating electric vehicles
into the City fleet. This will help us
with environmental protection and
green economy. In addition, St. Cloud
is working to install chargers that will
incorporate solar into electric vehicle
charging.
The Public Utilities department within the City
is also collaborating with other departments to
see who is best suited for grant funds that have
recently become available to purchase electric
vehicles or heavy machinery and equipment, as
well as provide for charging equipment for these
new vehicles.
St. Cloud is planning the installation of combined
solar and electric vehicle technology that is
powered by renewable energy. This combination
also allows the city to manage their load and
demand from the electric utility, keeping charging
costs low and not causing increases to utility
bills for departments equipped with charging
equipment.

Downtown St. Cloud, 2019
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